Please join us for a fun-filled day and support
these two amazing charities! We will always
remember these two wonderful women, lets
come together to celebrate their lives and
contribute to a life-changing cause!

ABOUT THE CHARITIES
AIM at Melanoma is globally engaged and locally invested in advancing the battle against
melanoma through innovative research, legislative reform, education, and patient and
caregiver support. Founded in 2004, AIM at Melanoma is the largest international
melanoma foundation seeking the cure for melanoma. AIM at Melanoma's global
initiatives are transforming how breakthroughs in research are being achieved. Visit the
website to learn more about their Paradigm-Shifting Research Initiatives.
Ashley's family is dedicated to supporting AIM's mission and keeping their sweet
daughter's memory alive through helping those affected by this disease.

Since 2014, the Team Becca Guild, in conjunction with the Seattle Children’s Hospital
Research Foundation, has been focused on creating a world where non-invasive pediatric
cancer treatments lead to a 100% remission rate… a cure for kids’ cancer.

www.teambecca.com

In honor of our dear friend, Rebecca "Becca" Stevenson, we raise money and awareness
for the amazing work being done at The Ben Towne Center for Childhood Cancer
Research in Seattle. Becca lost her own battle with this terrible disease in 2013 at the age
of 34. In her life, she always fought for the needs of children, so we continue the fight in
her honor.
Our goal is that someday childhood cancer will be treated no differently than an
everyday virus — and that chemotherapy and radiation will become treatments of the
past. Cancer immunotherapy is a groundbreaking approach that reprograms a child’s own
T cells — the white blood cells that fight infections — to find and kill cancer cells.
The results of the generous fundraising are undeniable with phenomenal patient response
and progress. Now, 93% of patients who received the immunotherapy clinical trials are in
complete remission. In only 4 years, partnering with our amazing Team Becca Supporters
and Sponsors, we have raised over $300,000 towards the groundbreaking
immunotherapy research and clinical trials being performed at the Ben Towne Center, but
we need to do more and with your help, we can!

To register, visit www.ashleyandbeccamemorial.com
Questions? contact Lance Lunde at 425.495.0660 OR
EMAIL: lance@ashleyandbeccamemorial.com

